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This Lovers Report is divided into 4 chapters.
Chapter 1 compares your temperaments and personalities. The issues described in Chapter 1 become
particularly powerful if you are married or live together. Idiosyncrasies or quirks in another person's personality
do not bother us as much if our relationship is a casual one. For example, if one person is neat and tidy and the
other is sloppy, this is more likely to become a concern if you are married than if you are only seeing each other
occasionally.
Pay close attention to the issues described in Chapter 2 because these are the most important themes in your
relationship. For example, if themes of romance and sexual attraction are emphasized, then you can count on this
relationship being a passionate one. However, if romance and sexuality are hardly mentioned at all, then this
relationship will not be a passionate one. Note also that the material in Chapter 2 is presented roughly in order of
importance, so that the material presented at the beginning of Chapter 2 is the most powerful.
Chapter 4 describes issues in your relationship of less importance than those presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3
describes situations and circumstances that arise if you have a close, long-lasting relationship.
If a statement appears to contradict another statement, then your roles are likely to alternate. For example, a
statement that Tim Robbins is more aggressive than Susan Sarandon, and another statement that Susan Sarandon
is more aggressive than Tim Robbins, means that you alternate roles, with Tim Robbins sometimes being the
leader and Susan Sarandon being the follower, and sometimes just the opposite. Also, read the statements
carefully, as it is likely that a careful reading will reveal different kinds of aggressiveness or areas in which the
aggressiveness is likely to express itself.
To make the most of this report, combine this astrological analysis with other things that you know about each
other. For example, we have assumed that you are opposite-sexed (assuming that both of you are heterosexual,
otherwise same-sexed). Physical attractiveness, age, religion, education, family and cultural background will
affect your relationship as well. The material in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this report describes the magnetism
between you, but does not describe your individual natures. For example, suppose that Chapter 2 makes little
mention of romance and sexuality, but the Natal Reports for each of you indicate that each of you has extremely
strong romantic and sexual desires. In this case, marriage is not likely to be successful! However, if romance and
sexuality are not important to either of you, then the lack of passion in your relationship is not likely to be as
much of a stumbling block.
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Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of
the planets at the time of your birth. For the benefit of
students of astrology, these positions, along with other
technical information, are listed below:
Positions and Data for Tim Robbins:
Sun
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Libra
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Libra
Gemini
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Leo
Scorpio
Virgo
Virgo
Gemini
Libra
Scorpio
Capricorn
Aquarius

Tropical/KOCH Standard time observed. GMT: 10:12:00
Time Zone: 8 hours West. Lat & Long: 34 N 04 07 117 W 56 17

Positions and Data for Susan Sarandon:
Sun
position
is 10 deg.
Moon
position
is 26 deg.
Mercury
position
is 25 deg.
Venus
position
is 23 deg.
Mars
position
is
6 deg.
Jupiter
position
is
1 deg.
Saturn
position
is
6 deg.
Uranus
position
is 21 deg.
Neptune
position
is
8 deg.
Pluto
position
is 12 deg.
Asc.
position
is 29 deg.
MC
position
is 22 deg.
2nd cusp
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is
3 deg.
3rd cusp
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is 15 deg.
5th cusp
position
is 12 deg.
6th cusp
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is
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Libra
Capricorn
Libra
Scorpio
Scorpio
Scorpio
Leo
Gemini
Libra
Leo
Capricorn
Scorpio
Pisces
Aries
Gemini
Cancer

Tropical/KOCH Standard time observed. GMT: 19:25:00
Time Zone: 5 hours West. Lat & Long: 40 N 42 51 74 W 00 23
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Chapter 1
A Comparison of Temperaments and Life Styles
that Affect Your Ability to Harmonize with Each Other

Tim Robbins's Sun in Libra and Susan Sarandon's Sun in Libra:
Both of you invest enormous energy and time into personal relationships, and you both feel incomplete without
a partner for companionship, conversation, and affection. For both of you, an experience isn't really satisfying
unless it is SHARED.
You both possess tact, diplomacy, charm, and a very strong desire for harmony in relationships. Furthermore,
you both tend to want to please everyone all of the time, to be liked by everyone, and therefore you often avoid
taking strong, decisive stands or directly confronting thorny interpersonal problems. You want things to be nice,
pretty, and pleasant. You are apt to adapt your own preferences or change your position to suit your partner.
However, both of you also have a highly developed sense of fairness, balance, and proportion. Equality is very
important to the two of you and in this relationship (as perhaps in no other) you will certainly have an equal
relationship, with neither of you dominating.
Beauty is very important to both of you, also, and many of your discussions revolve around issues of taste and
style.
Tim Robbins's Moon in Sagittarius and Susan Sarandon's Moon in Capricorn:
Your emotional needs and deeply ingrained attitudes toward life are somewhat at odds with each other. Susan
Sarandon is a sober realist who tends towards cynicism and pessimism at times. Susan Sarandon's security lies in
work, accomplishment, and having a solid material foundation. Feelings of self-doubt often limit what Susan
Sarandon is willing to aim for. Fears of poverty or financial ruin may drive Susan Sarandon to work excessively
also. Highly responsible and conscientious, Susan Sarandon tends to take life too seriously and puts business or
duty before pleasure.
Tim Robbins, on the other hand, is essentially an optimist with an innate faith in life, a Higher Power, or
simply in good luck, which gives Tim Robbins the confidence to take risks that Susan Sarandon just doesn't feel
safe or comfortable taking. Susan Sarandon chooses a well-defined, secure, path over one that involves a lot of
unknowns. Tim Robbins craves adventure, and exploring the unknown is a very real and legitimate need of Tim
Robbins's. Tim Robbins needs to soar in some way (either literally, intellectually, or spiritually) while Susan
Sarandon needs to have both feet planted firmly on earth.
Also, Susan Sarandon has good focus and concentration and the ability to persevere through difficult or dry
periods, while Tim Robbins is often impatient and flighty. Tim Robbins can be too lax, careless, and irresponsible
at times. Tim Robbins wants to have a good time and sometimes that's all Tim Robbins wants!
Susan Sarandon is inclined to make a commitment in a relationship and wants a firm commitment in return,
while Tim Robbins shies away from anything that will restrict freedom of movement and self-expression too
much.
Positively, Tim Robbins's humor and light touch can help Susan Sarandon not to worry so much, and Susan
Sarandon's realism can ground Tim Robbins and temper Tim Robbins's impractical enthusiasms.
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Venus & Uranus hard or conj for Susan Sarandon, soft for Tim Robbins:
Sameness and predictability in relationships are odious to both of you, and each of you requires a fair amount
of independence even when in a close relationship. You tend to be happiest during the initial, exciting phase of a
relationship, before fixed patterns have been established, or promises about the future have been made. You both
enjoy a lot of experimentation and variety in your love life! But Susan Sarandon has a more acute dilemma over
whether personal freedom is more desirable than involvement and closeness, and will either resist wholly
committing to any relationship or choose rather unreliable people who will pull away from time to time.
Tim Robbins is flexible and open-minded about love, relationships, and romance, and is not especially
concerned with cementing a love bond in any fixed, formal way. Play and spontaneity are more important. Tim
Robbins could give Susan Sarandon that needed sense of freedom, and also knows how to keep a relationship
lively and exciting.

Chapter 2
Major Themes in the Relationship: What Brought You Together

Tim Robbins's Sun Conjunct Susan Sarandon's Mercury:
Talking and sharing ideas is highlighted in your relationship. You enjoy learning new things together and
exchanging points of view. You work well together in planning, organizing, theorizing, writing, or communicating
ideas in any manner. You work together effectively on daily chores, problems, or business activities.
Tim Robbins's Mercury Conjunct Susan Sarandon's Jupiter:
Your conversations frequently turn to philosophical, religious, or political areas. Your discussions often move
more towards the forest than the trees. You help each other get a broader perspective of your situation and you are
likely to find yourselves traveling, exploring, and, in many ways, broadening your horizons. Susan Sarandon
believes in and encourages Tim Robbins's ideas, plans, and intellect.
Susan Sarandon's Mars Conjunct Tim Robbins's Jupiter:
You spark each other's ambitions and enterprising spirit, and you enjoy planning and designing ventures. You
are able to jointly follow through to successful completion of your goals. Tim Robbins gives Susan Sarandon
confidence and encouragement to charge ahead, while Susan Sarandon stimulates Tim Robbins to act decisively
to actualize Tim Robbins's dreams. You are likely to undertake several joint ventures as well as other individual
efforts that are greatly assisted by your partner. Occasionally you take foolhardy risks and are overly zealous and
unrealistic in your hopes, but your dynamic blending of energies can also result in outstanding accomplishments
as well.
Susan Sarandon's Mars Conjunct Tim Robbins's Neptune:
When the two of you are together, you find it difficult to concentrate on mundane affairs. You enjoy sharing
more imaginative or unusual interests, and your conversations frequently turn to artistic, psychological, religious,
and metaphysical topics. You are more willing to be childish, playful and silly with each other than with others.
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However, you have difficulty bearing down on more serious matters and coordinating on practical affairs.
You are also fascinated with one another and can have a very dreamy sexual and romantic interest in each
other. Your erotic imagination is powerfully stimulated by one another, and you find each other mysteriously
desirable, highly provocative, or seductive. You need to be quite honest with one another about what you really
want and are willing to give. Tim Robbins especially should avoid arousing Susan Sarandon's passionate desires,
teasing or leading Susan Sarandon on, unless you truly intend to fulfill your "promises".
Tim Robbins's Sun Trine Susan Sarandon's Uranus:
Playfulness and a zest for newness infuse your relationship. You really spark each other's imagination and
creativity. This quality is especially welcome in a long-term relationship because you will not fall into a lifeless
routine. You spur each other to explore, take risks, and develop new creative outlets. You encourage each other's
independence. There is an electric, spontaneous quality between you , and your sexual relationship is lively and
exciting as well.
Susan Sarandon's Sun Sextile Tim Robbins's Moon:
You are drawn to one another because you instinctively understand each other. There are strong feelings of
belonging, closeness, and acceptance between you. You blend and merge with one another very easily and a
strong mutual interdependence is likely to develop very quickly. Susan Sarandon, especially, feels affirmed and
strengthened by Tim Robbins's support and "backing". Because of the deep affinity between you, you are more
motivated and more able to overcome any problems or differences that arise in your relationship.
Susan Sarandon's Asc. Square Tim Robbins's Mercury:
Frequently the two of you view a situation very differently, and you frequently respond to events very
differently. Unfortunately, you are also inclined to feel that your approach is superior and feel very frustrated that
you cannot enlighten your partner. Very often, also, this annoying situation is triggered by a relatively minor
incident. Try to better appreciate your partner's point of view.
Susan Sarandon's Asc. Trine Tim Robbins's Mars:
Attraction between you is very strong. Your goals and interests harmonize very well, and you are naturally
inclined to join together in shared interests, projects, goals, and work.
Tim Robbins's Moon Trine Susan Sarandon's Pluto:
You have a very deep appreciation for each other's innermost feelings. This is not a superficial relationship.
From your first meetings, you found that you could reveal to each other your deepest concerns, fears, and drives.
At the least you are close friends. This deep appreciation and rapport is also conducive to a long-lasting
marriage.
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Chapter 3
Destiny and Final Outcome of Your Relationship

Composite Moon Sextile Venus:
A soft, caring, nurturing love will grow between you. The willingness to be there for one another, a sweet
devotion to one another, and a desire to protect each other are an essential part of your purpose together, easing
any of the problems or difficulties you face as a couple. Children may well be a beautiful part of your lives
together, for a feeling of family love permeates your relationship.
Composite Moon Sextile Jupiter:
Part of the purpose of your relationship is to simply enjoy your lives together and to have fun. Together you
will expand your social circle, and broaden your contacts with the world in many ways. As a couple, you may do
more traveling for pleasure than you would ever do as individuals.
Play, humor, laughter, and exuberant good spirits permeate your relationship. You take more risks, spend more
money on fun and adventure, and generally have a good time together. It is easy, comfortable, and relaxing to be
with one another; you cheer one another up. Being together makes you both feel good, and this will have positive
effects on your health and overall success in life, the more you are together.
Composite Venus Conjunct Jupiter:
Yours is destined to be a very rewarding, happy, and fruitful union. You will grow and prosper together, on
many levels - materially as well as emotionally. Joy, laughter, and optimism are keynotes in your relationship,
buffering any of the challenges you may face together. You will be generous, tolerant, and spacious with one
another, allowing and encouraging one another to expand and grow. You are both willing to share your partner
with the world, rather than clinging or stifling the other's friendships and social urges.
Idealism, high-mindedness, and liberal good will toward one another permeate your bond. As a couple, you
will be considered lucky by many, and indeed an abundance of good fortune will come into your lives via your
relationship.
Composite Sun Conjunct Saturn:
Your relationship may have a particularly fateful, heavy, "unavoidable" quality. You both feel somehow that it
is necessary to the two of you to be together, whether or not you would always want to be or find the experience
enjoyable.
In important ways you discipline and mature one another's understanding, and being together forces you to
encounter the foolishness, illusions, softness or weakness within yourselves that prevent you from growing up or
taking true responsibility for your lives.
Put simply, one of the purposes and outcomes of this relationship is to toughen you up and encourage
self-responsibility in you both. It will be tempting to blame one another for all of the things you don't like in
yourselves, those "negatives" you find are stimulated by being together, such as the ways you hold yourselves
back. You may come to see one another as the oppressor, the judge, the kill-joy, the disapproving parent.
However, this person is probably only constricting in response to the fears he or she has, and not intending to
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unduly limit you or hold you down.
The personal, affectionate aspect of your relationship may be sacrificed to duty or work. However, in a
professional or business endeavor you can build something very solid together.
Composite Sun Square Uranus:
Your relationship may or may not be long lasting, but it will always have a flavor of unpredictability,
spontaneity, and surprise. Periodic unexpected events and changes create an unsettled feeling between you, as if
you can never quite relax and settle down into a comfortable, established pattern. While you will never be bored
with one another, neither will you ever feel quite certain or peacefully secure. However, if your temperaments
enable you to he highly flexible and adventurous and willing to take risks, you may be able to ride through the ups
and downs.
You are destined to act as "awakeners" for one another. One of you may open the other to something totally
new and different, even shocking, which revolutionizes the way you view the world and your place in it something you may once have considered weird or too "far out". Always there will be the element of
experimentation, of following the unexpected twist in the road. Being with one another encourages you both to be
more free, unconventional, and impulsive than you might be otherwise.
Composite Sun Conjunct Neptune:
The two of you idealize one another and your relationship. There is a fairy tale quality, a feeling of magic and
enchantment, of uniting with your soul mate, that permeates your bond. A delicate and subtle rapport exists
between you, which cannot be described in concrete terms except to refer to it as a soul connection. It's an
intuitive knowing of one another, and a sense of blending together spiritually.
However, because of the stars in your eyes you may not see one another very clearly. Your True Love may
disappoint you with very human imperfections, flaws, and inadequacies - things you may take in stride with other
people, but for some reason with this person seem like a terrible betrayal. If you can love one another
unconditionally, including all of one another's human frailties, you will fulfill the purpose of this relationship.
Neither of you needs to be a saint or a martyr for one another -just be yourselves!
Another potential pitfall for the two of you is to encourage in each other excessive idealism, false hope,
unrealistic fantasies, and an urge to escape into paradise. Try to keep your feet on the ground while at the same
time pursuing the many dreams you will have together. As a couple, the ocean or seaside is very beneficial to
you.
Composite Mars Sextile Neptune:
Joining with like-minded others for community service, charitable work, volunteer activities, and the like is
one feature of your relationship. Actively doing things without selfish reward will help to fulfill, at least in part,
the purpose of your relationship.
Avoid associating with people who have unhealthy dependencies and who don't want to better themselves,
because this can sap your energies considerably.
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Composite Mars Conjunct Pluto:
The two of you are an extremely potent force, and together you can effect enormous change (for good or ill) in
your own and others' lives. Trying to force change in a willful, dominating manner or in a fanatical, intolerant
way, can be very damaging, yet the drive generated between the two of you is so strong that this is definitely a
potential to beware of. If either of you wills the other to improve or wishes to fundamentally alter the other's
nature, furious battles will be waged between you.
There is an extremely competitive energy between you, and even if you have believed yourselves to be mild,
non-aggressive people, this drive to be first and to triumph will be powerfully active with you. If you join forces
to accomplish a task, nothing will stop you. If you compete solely with each other, someone is likely to get hurt badly. These are issues that will inevitably be faced at some time in your relationship.

Chapter 4
Other Themes in Your Relationship

Tim Robbins's Sun in Susan Sarandon's 9th house:
Susan Sarandon takes a great interest in Tim Robbins's philosophical or religious outlook on life, and Tim
Robbins often assumes the role of teacher or mentor towards Susan Sarandon.
Susan Sarandon's Sun in Tim Robbins's 2nd house:
Susan Sarandon takes a keen interest in Tim Robbins's finances, assets, and talents, and Susan Sarandon is
likely to provide financial assistance and enthusiasm for Tim Robbins's projects and ambitions.
Tim Robbins's Moon in Susan Sarandon's 11th house:
You share a light-hearted, outgoing, friendly relationship. Even if your relationship becomes very close and
intimate, you maintain a reasonable degree of objectivity about each other. The friendly feeling of camaraderie
that you share makes your relationship enjoyable and fun, although Susan Sarandon may feel that you don't take
enough time to share inner feelings and deeper concerns.
Susan Sarandon's Moon in Tim Robbins's 5th house:
Susan Sarandon greatly appreciates Tim Robbins's creative interests and provides an encouraging audience for
Tim Robbins's personal creative works, whether it be a garden, a culinary delight, home decor, or artistic
creation.
Tim Robbins's Mercury in Susan Sarandon's 9th house:
Tim Robbins's more philosophical or religious side is brought out in this relationship, and Tim Robbins tends
to assume the role of teacher or sage. If Susan Sarandon sympathizes with Tim Robbins's views or is impressed by
Tim Robbins's wisdom, the relationship goes well but if Susan Sarandon perceives Tim Robbins as being foolish
or illogical, then a large gap in communication develops.
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Susan Sarandon's Mercury in Tim Robbins's 2nd house:
You enjoy planning financial strategies together, and Susan Sarandon provides Tim Robbins with lots of ideas
on business ventures, investments, and practical application of job-related skills.
Tim Robbins's Venus in Susan Sarandon's 9th house:
Susan Sarandon has a great deal of respect and appreciation for Tim Robbins, and may even look up to Tim
Robbins. If Susan Sarandon ever feels that Tim Robbins's motives are not sincere or genuine, then the
disappointment can be crushing to your relationship.
Susan Sarandon's Venus in Tim Robbins's 3rd house:
Your conversations are generally pleasant and enjoyable. You argue with each other much less than you do
with other people.
Tim Robbins's Mars in Susan Sarandon's 4th house:
For better or worse, Tim Robbins gets under Susan Sarandon's skin. Tim Robbins may infuriate, excite, inspire,
and sexually arouse Susan Sarandon, perhaps even all of these at the same time! If you live together, Tim Robbins
will do much to maintain the home, but both of you must be careful to accommodate your partner's tastes and
concerns and try not to overpower your partner, especially when domestic issues are involved.
Susan Sarandon's Mars in Tim Robbins's 3rd house:
Susan Sarandon enjoys challenging Tim Robbins's reasoning and logic, and Tim Robbins may feel that this
relationship is more like a debate club than a romance! If both of you can keep your communication from
becoming acrimonious, you can learn a great deal from each other and enjoy a mentally stimulating
relationship.
Tim Robbins's Jupiter in Susan Sarandon's 9th house:
There is sufficient variety and expansiveness in this relationship to keep it interesting for a long time. No doubt
you enjoy traveling, vacationing, socializing, and going out together, and the rich variety of experiences that you
share together enriches your outlook on life and increases your appreciation of many things that you otherwise
tend to be unaware of or uninvolved in.
Susan Sarandon's Jupiter in Tim Robbins's 2nd house:
Susan Sarandon helps Tim Robbins in very practical, tangible ways. Even if Susan Sarandon is not particularly
wealthy or generous, circumstances are likely to arise where Susan Sarandon is able to provide Tim Robbins with
material benefits and practical assistance.
Tim Robbins's Saturn in Susan Sarandon's 11th house:
Involvement with community, colleagues and organizations can become a critical issue in your relationship.
Tim Robbins, in particular, is likely to question and criticize Susan Sarandon for involvement (or the lack of it) in
various clubs, groups, or organizations. Also, you may both join an organization together, because of sharing a
mutual enthusiasm, and both go through a period of disillusionment and sobering-up when the organization does
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not live up to expectations. Fortunately, these experiences are not likely to be extremely disconcerting to either of
you, and, in fact, you will feel that you have both matured a great deal through the experiences.
Susan Sarandon's Saturn in Tim Robbins's 12th house:
If your relationship is a deep, long-term one, you will find that you are unable to keep any secrets from each
other. Susan Sarandon has a knack for prying into Tim Robbins's subconscious or hidden fears and concerns.
Issues such as death, afterlife, guilt, and religious faith are brought to your attention, even if these topics normally
do not interest either of you. If either of you has any significant "emotional hang-ups" (phobias, fears, guilt, etc.),
these problems will be brought to the surface in this relationship, and you will not be able to escape facing them.
Susan Sarandon, in particular, won't let Tim Robbins avoid these issues and brings them to the surface. The
opportunity for inner growth and development presents itself but you may also become further enmeshed in these
emotionally based problems.
Tim Robbins's Uranus in Susan Sarandon's 7th house:
Tim Robbins introduces new social circles to Susan Sarandon. There are many surprises in store for both of
you in this regard, and it is likely that you find many of each other's friends to be a bit difficult to feel comfortable
around. Susan Sarandon, in particular, is likely to find that social life changes a lot through this relationship. Tim
Robbins can sometimes even be disruptive and disturbing to Susan Sarandon's friendships, which could make
Susan Sarandon feel it necessary to choose between Tim Robbins and friends, which would be upsetting to your
whole relationship. Positively, Tim Robbins will introduce fresh perspectives, enthusiasm and inspiration to Susan
Sarandon's social life.
Susan Sarandon's Uranus in Tim Robbins's 10th house:
Susan Sarandon has lots of original ideas on how Tim Robbins can best achieve career goals. Susan Sarandon
is likely to encourage Tim Robbins to take a more adventurous, risky route, and Susan Sarandon often feels that
Tim Robbins holds back by being too conservative and security conscious. However, not all of Susan Sarandon's
ideas are well founded, and Tim Robbins must have the ability to separate the really useful creative ideas from
those that will only result in chaos and confusion.
Tim Robbins's Neptune in Susan Sarandon's 9th house:
There is a very tolerant, open-minded quality to your relationship, and both of you find that you put each other
in an open-minded frame of mind. You enjoy exploring new ideas and viewpoints and you inspire each other's
imagination. You enjoy planning and scheming on a big scale together, but be wary of projecting your fantasies on
situations and expecting too much from your plans. Avoid joint wild speculations and gambling.
Susan Sarandon's Neptune in Tim Robbins's 2nd house:
If you are married, you need to be careful about how you jointly handle your finances. Susan Sarandon may
encourage a joint investment that proves to be unsuccessful. Susan Sarandon tends to be idealistic and impractical
regarding your joint assets.
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Tim Robbins's Pluto in Susan Sarandon's 7th house:
Tim Robbins is a very interesting, intriguing, and perhaps even mysterious person to Susan Sarandon. There is
a strong magnetic attraction between you. You enjoy the intensity of the energy exchange between you, and you
may also enjoy competing (in sports or other activities) with each other.
Susan Sarandon's Pluto in Tim Robbins's 12th house:
There is a deep emotional and psychic tie between you that may not be apparent in the early stages of your
relationship, but over time you begin to work together very closely on matters of very deep, personal concern.
Together you uncover a lot of previously hidden problems and limitations stemming from early childhood. You
probe any fears, phobias, or guilt that limits your ability to live a happy, fulfilling life.
Susan Sarandon's Sun Conjunct Tim Robbins's Venus:
The warmth, appreciation, admiration and love between you is very strong, and you enjoy a high degree of
harmony and congeniality in your relationship. You have much in common in terms of styles, tastes, and
enjoyment of the same pleasures. In many ways Susan Sarandon embodies all that Tim Robbins finds attractive
and beautiful, and Tim Robbins also makes a special effort to please Susan Sarandon. Susan Sarandon responds
with much generosity, love, and loyalty. An excellent match!
Tim Robbins's Sun Square Susan Sarandon's Moon:
The two of you are fascinated by each other and strongly attracted to each other, but the distinct differences in
your temperaments also inclines you to periods of personality clashes and misunderstandings. In particular, Susan
Sarandon often feels that Tim Robbins does not sympathize enough or try to really understand Susan Sarandon's
feelings. If you try to force each other to be more like yourself (or more your like image of the perfect mate), this
relationship can be disastrous. But if the two of you understand and respect each other's differences, you can enjoy
the fascination and stimulating effect of your differences without clashing with each other. This is easier said than
done, however, and both of you must make a concerted effort to harmonize your very different temperaments.
Susan Sarandon's Asc. Square Tim Robbins's Neptune:
Tim Robbins may confuse and undermine Susan Sarandon's confidence in a subtle way, without intending to
do so. Susan Sarandon feels unsure, befuddled, or mystified at times by Tim Robbins. Tim Robbins can influence
Susan Sarandon to be less careful than usual also. A business or working partnership is unlikely to work out well,
but your personal relationship will not suffer if both of you really work at being honest, clear, and unambiguous
about your intentions and desires. Otherwise, things become rather foggy between you.
Tim Robbins's Asc. Sextile Susan Sarandon's Mars:
Susan Sarandon encourages Tim Robbins to be more assertive, direct, decisive, and honest. Mutual
reinforcement and confidence are gifts you bring to one another.
Tim Robbins's Asc. Sextile Susan Sarandon's Jupiter:
Susan Sarandon benefits, supports, or promotes Tim Robbins in some way, assisting educational or career
goals, or some other aspiration that Tim Robbins has. Susan Sarandon also provides Tim Robbins with the extra
impetus or enthusiasm needed when Tim Robbins is discouraged. You both help each other see the humorous side
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of life.
Susan Sarandon's Moon Square Tim Robbins's Mercury:
Tim Robbins needs to guard against the tendency to be critical, unsympathetic, and overly analytical of Susan
Sarandon's feelings, personal tastes, and habits. Tim Robbins may feel that Susan Sarandon is overly sensitive to
criticism, and refuse to acknowledge responsibility for the problem as well. Petty annoyances, minor
disagreements, and bickering can be avoided only if you both learn to listen sympathetically and to communicate
clearly with each other.
Tim Robbins's Mercury Conjunct Susan Sarandon's Mercury:
The striking similarity in your thinking - the way you approach problems and handle specific mental tasks, as
well as approach broader, more philosophical problems - provides a good basis for mutual understanding, ease of
communication, and enjoyable conversation.
Susan Sarandon's Jupiter Conjunct Tim Robbins's Neptune:
You dream big and beautiful dreams together and because you stimulate one another's faith, optimism, and
idealism, you feel that anything is possible. If either or both of you tend to be impractical or irresponsible, being
with one another will increase that propensity, and together you are likely to harbor unrealistic hopes or
ungrounded, grandiose schemes and speculations. You may become sloppy or lazy together. On the other hand, if
you are fairly disciplined and well-balanced people, you will encourage each other to take a leap of faith, and to
push past previous limits and boundaries that you've set for yourselves. Traveling, enjoyable escapades, or
spiritual quests are an important aspect of your relationship.
Tim Robbins's Jupiter Square Susan Sarandon's Saturn:
Susan Sarandon often limits, burdens, or frustrates Tim Robbins without intending to or realizing it. There is a
conflict here between Susan Sarandon's needs for security, stability, and order versus Tim Robbins's desire for
freedom, mobility, and expansiveness. How much, and in what ways, you spend money is probably a particularly
thorny issue for you. Susan Sarandon is more careful and restrictive or disapproving of Tim Robbins's more
relaxed, extravagant, or liberal approach.
Also, Susan Sarandon often seeks to control or dominate Tim Robbins, and Tim Robbins may even take a
subordinate role in the relationship for a time, accepting Susan Sarandon's "discipline". Over time, however, Tim
Robbins may find Susan Sarandon's subtle (or not so subtle!) criticism or constraints to be devitalizing and
draining. And Tim Robbins, on the other hand, can make Susan Sarandon feel like a perpetual wet blanket or
miser.
Working together or going into business as equal partners is unlikely to work out well for you. It's best if you
can respect one another's differing approaches and not seek to impose your own values or styles on one another.
Tim Robbins's Saturn Opposition Susan Sarandon's Uranus:
At times there is a great deal of tension between the two of you. Susan Sarandon feels that Tim Robbins is
controlling, demanding, overly cautious, and restrictive of Susan Sarandon's freedom and individuality. As a result
Susan Sarandon may rebel and act irresponsibly toward Tim Robbins, just to show Tim Robbins that "you don't
own me", or "I'm going to do my thing regardless of what you want". Susan Sarandon has a disruptive or
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disorganizing effect on Tim Robbins, and Tim Robbins often feels uncertain and insecure with Susan Sarandon,
not knowing what to expect next. While Susan Sarandon wants newness, excitement, or an "open" relationship,
Tim Robbins wants commitment, greater trust and dependability in the relationship.
As a couple, you are likely to experience long periods of relative peace with occasional explosions, but always
there is an underlying tension. This can be mitigated somewhat if Susan Sarandon learns to respect Tim Robbins's
legitimate feelings and needs for security, and Tim Robbins allows Susan Sarandon's independent,
unconventional, unpredictable side some scope.
Susan Sarandon's Saturn Square Tim Robbins's Neptune:
Serious confusion and misunderstandings arise in your relationship, which both of you contribute to in
different ways. There are conflicts over material versus spiritual values, practicality, common sense, and realism
versus idealism or imagination, with Susan Sarandon being the down-to-earth, responsible hard-headed one and
Tim Robbins being the sensitive, idealistic, dreamy partner. Tim Robbins seems frustratingly evasive, vague, or
irresponsible to Susan Sarandon, and Susan Sarandon's criticism can cause Tim Robbins heavy self-doubt or a
desire to protect and hide Tim Robbins's sensitivities. There can be much mutual deception. At best, Susan
Sarandon confronts Tim Robbins with Tim Robbins's tendency to avoid or escape reality and Tim Robbins can
open Susan Sarandon's mind to wider realities, emotional or intuitive truth (as opposed to "hard facts") and a more
fluid approach to life.
Tim Robbins's Uranus Conjunct Susan Sarandon's Pluto:
Things are unlikely to become dull or predictable between you, as there is a strong current of intense change
and constant renewal in your relationship. Your deepest desires for freedom and for new life and growth can be
fulfilled in this relationship but will probably come about as a result of some radical decision and break from the
past, a complete disruption of the status quo, especially for Tim Robbins. You may never quite feel like you are on
stable ground together, and this can be very exciting or very uncomfortable, depending upon your individual
temperaments.
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